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Multiple-Stage compression through the use of two or more
centrifugal compressors operating in series has been the approach to
achieving high-pressure ratios. The complexity, inefficiency and cost
of such systems are not ideal for most applications. We discuss here
three recent innovations in centrifugal compressor multiple-stage
systems in series. The first two are my patents, US 6,589,013 B2 [1] and
US 7600961 B2 [2] and the third patent is Honeywell US7,568,883 B2
[3]. Our approach is to draw parallels between centrifugal and axial
compressors flow paths and relate them to the threepatent theories.
Although axial and centrifugal compressors differ in many ways, they
have many characteristics in common.
The three patents have explored the advantages of the two systems
to improve the efficiency of centrifugal multiple-stage systems. In both
axial and centrifugal flow compressors, the flow enters axially, but then
exits differently. In axial compressors the flow exits axially, while it
exits radially in centrifugal compressors. In other words the flow enters
and exits at about the same radius in axial compressors, while it enters
at a small radius and exits at large radius in centrifugal compressors.
Using that viewpoint, a centrifugal impeller could be converted to an
axial compressor rotor by reducing its exit radius to be equal to the
inlet radius and vice-versa.
The vision just described is used in the first patent to extend the
efficient axial compressor flow path that consists of rotor-stator stages
on the same shaft, to the centrifugal compressor system. In this patent
two rotating rows of blades are mounted on the same impeller disk and
separated by a stator blade row attached to the casing. That multiple
stage system in centrifugal compressors has, in addition to the efficient
axial compressor staging benefits, advantages unique to the centrifugal
compressors. For example, it is beneficial to the backward facing blade
impellers with increased backward curvature to improve the efficiency.
Experimental studies [4] for one configuration of the patent is tested
for two-phase flow of water and air validate the advantages of the
proposed patent.
In the second patent US 7600961 B2, a multiple-stage in series that

is not limited to two stages is developed. In this case two or more levels
of rotating blades are mounted on the same disk. The flow exiting the
first level in the radial direction is turned forward to enter the second
level of blades in the axial direction. That process is repeated for other
levels. The flow exiting the last level is then collected in a scroll enclosed
by the flow turning apparatus and must pierce the apparatus surface to
exit the compressor. One major advantage of this system is the multilevel compressor has a shorter rotating shaft.
The Honeywell patent modified the classical back-to-back parallel
staging to a two-stage in series. That is achieved by turning the radial
exit flow from the first impeller in the backward direction to enter the
second impeller in the axial direction and exit in the radial direction
from the second impeller. The fluid is then collected in a scroll that is
enclosed by the flow turning apparatus. In order for the scroll outlet to
exit the enclosure, the scroll outlet must pierce the enclosure surface.
That interesting conversion of the classical parallel staging into a serial
staging is limited to two stages. The multi-level compressor and the
back-to-back Honeywell compressor share a lot of characteristics. In
conclusion, the three multiple-stage centrifugal compressor systems
are serial systems that have advantages over the classical multiple-stage
system; they have a shorter compressor shaft with the advantage of
cheaper bearings, and also have efficient and compact multiple-stage
systems.
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